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In Europe 
•  The European Union’s response to the crisis has been widely 

seen as inadequate, yet it is still defined as the key institution 
responsible for solving the crisis 

•  Prime Minister David Cameron: “swarms of people coming 
across the Mediterranean”  

•  Home Secretary David Blunkett: referred to child asylum 
seekers as ‘swamping’ some British schools 

•  Marine Le Pen,  National Front party France, referred to the 
wave of refugees as "migrant anarchy.”  

•  Luxembourg Foreign Minister Jean Asselborn: "We are 
heading into anarchy” 

•  Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras: "We will not accept 
turning the country into a permanent warehouse of souls" 

 



The Crisis in Social Media:  
the positive  

•  Facebook pages that provide crucial information to refugees 

•  Groups on Facebook such as the ‘Syrian Refugee Helpers in 
Istanbul’ 

•  Hundreds of Facebook posts offer pointers on how to get to 
Europe 

•  Social media has allowed the world to evolve into a global 
community 



The Crisis in Social Media:  
the negative 



YouTube 

•  Over 300 hours of videos uploaded every minute 

•  4,950,000,000 videos viewed on YouTube everyday   

•  900,000,000 unique visitors every month 

•  We spend an average of 40 minutes per session watching 
YouTube!   

•  YouTube has something for everyone 

•  YouTube videos can have a significant impact on the outside world 

•  Facilitate exchanges of views amongst citizens, a “public 
sphere” (Habermas, 1991) 



Source: Reuters Institute for the study of Journalism  
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Dynamics of related videos on YouTube:  
the case of the refugee crisis  



So what is this all about? 

“The European migrant crisis or European refugee 
crisis began in 2015, when a rising number of 
refugees and migrants made the journey to the 
European Union (EU) to seek asylum, traveling across 
the Mediterranean Sea or through Southeast Europe”.  

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 



Are they really synonyms?  

•  Refugees are people fleeing conflict or persecution. They are 
defined and protected in international law, and must not be 
expelled or returned to situations where their life and freedom 
are at risk.  

•  Migrants choose to move to improve their lives by finding 
work, or in some cases for education, family reunion, or other 
reasons. 

•  An asylum-seeker is someone whose request for sanctuary 
has yet to be processed.  

Source: UNHCR 





Aims and Data 
•  Interactivity of YouTube: viewers can post video responses or text 

comments after watching a video. 
•  Audience reactions: comment-based discussions 
•  Anonymity seems to partly free participants from social norms 
•  Labels given to the crisis  
•  How do conversations about this issue evolve over time? 
•  Reactions and sentiment associated with these different labels on 

social media (i.e., YouTube) 
•  Have these 3 labels evolved from indicators of sentiment to 

synonyms?  

YouTube related videos:  
•  Search terms: “refugee crisis”, “migrant crisis”, “asylum seeker”;  
•  Limited to EN language videos;  
•  Retained: top 500 most relevant for each search string;  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvOnXh3NN9w 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umqvYhb3wf4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCOLcMqdpls 
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Networks  

1.   Social networks: comments and replies  

2.   Semantic networks: concepts in comments  

3.   Socio-semantic networks: a combination of the above 

Legend:  
AS = Asylum Crisis Video  
MC = Migrant Crisis Video  
RC = Refugee Crisis Video  



Social network 

n= 8757 
e= 12844 



Socio-Semantic Network 



Most frequent concepts  

AS	 Freq.	 MC	 Freq.	 RC	 Freq.		
1	 people	 2180	 people	 5165	 refugee	 6876	
2	 country	 1822	 country	 4491	 people	 6200	
3	 europe	 1565	 refugee	 4419	 country	 4912	
4	 immigrant	 1155	 europe	 2715	 europe	 3889	
5	 refugee	 1027	 muslim	 2564	 muslim	 3114	
6	 usa	 938	 usa	 2350	 usa	 2636	
7	 muslim	 872	 migrant	 2331	 syrian	 2226	
8	 war	 767	 f**k	 1931	 help	 2052	
9	 european	 667	 immigrant	 1852	 syria	 1978	
10	 culture	 661	 european	 1511	 war	 1604	
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Migrant Crisis Comments:  
first 5 days (1-5) 



Migrant Crisis Comments:    
next 5 days (6-10) 



Migrant Crisis Comments:  
next 5 days  (11-15) 



Asylum Seeker:  
Usage of key terms  
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Migrant Crisis:  
usage of key terms  



Refugee Crisis:  
usage of key terms  



Asylum Seeker:  
key terms network 
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Migrant Crisis:  
key terms network 
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Refugee Crisis:  
key terms network 

Edge legend 



Asylum Seeker:  
Actors by Key Terms  

n=546 
e=708 



Migrant Crisis:  
Actors by key terms 

n=1161 
e=1579 



Refugee Crisis:  
Actors by key terms 

n=1354 
e=1688 
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Sentiment over time  
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In sum  
•  Variations in key term use across categories;  
•  “Refugee” remains the most popular label, regardless of video 

category 
•  Actors use multiple labels in a single comment  
•  Refugee, migrant and asylum seeker became interchangeable terms 

(to some extent);  
•  Dynamics of conversations: topic emergence 
•  Mostly neutral sentiment in comments, regardless of category 

•  Not many very expressive comments (i.e., high positive or 
negative sentiment strengths)  

•  Do people to choose to only view only videos they agree with, hence 
avoiding any genuine debate or alternative perspectives?  (Sunstein, 
2007).  

•  Does the public nature of comments restrict expressiveness?  
 



Future steps and challenges  

•  Patterns:  

•  uses of these labels 
•  topic emergence  

•  Sentiment dynamics  

•  Labels as indicators of sentiment? 

•  Lots of misspellings in the data – spell checker? 

   

 



Thank you for your attention! 
 

Questions? 

Contact: 
 adina.nerghes@gmail.com   

www.adinanerghes.com  


